Abstract. High-resolution ultrasonic mechanical spectroscopy technique has been used to study the nature and dynamics of lattice defects and magnetic domain walls in the helical-type antiferromagnetic phase during thermal cycling of polycrystalline Dy samples between 80 and 210K. Effects of the lowest temperature of thermal cycles, applied magnetic field and cooling/ heating rate on the ultrasonic absorption and Young´s modulus have been investigated. A strong influence of cooling/heating rate on the ultrasonic absorption is found over the temperature range between the Néel temperature, ca. 178K, and approximately 145K, confirming the existence of a new category of magnetomechanical damping -transitory ultrasonic absorption related to translational motion of domain walls. A strong increase of the ultrasonic absorption below approximately 140K is attributed to the formation of nuclei of ferromagnetic phase, presumably stabilized by such lattice defects as dislocations. The effect of applied magnetic field on ultrasonic absorption also emerges below 140K and is ascribed to the appearance of the net magnetization due to ferromagnetic nuclei. We argue that these nuclei are responsible for the controversial thermal hysteresis of elastic and anelastic properties, which is strongly promoted by decreasing the temperature of thermal cycles.
INTRODUCTION
Antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials have recently attracted much attention due to promising applications in spintronics [1, 2] . AFM multilayered structures demonstrate tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance [2, 3] and are promising for applications in electric current-controlled magnetic memory, resistant to external magnetic fields and protected from unwanted readout using magnetic probes [3, 4] . Antiferromagnets are characterized by much faster spin dynamics than in ferromagnets (FM). Theoretical predictions show also that domain wall (DW) motion in AFM can reach velocities orders of magnitude higher than in ferromagnets [4, 5] . However, studying DW dynamics in AFM materials is much more complicated than in FM, since the motion of DWs in AFM does not produce net magnetization change. We have shown recently that high resolution mechanical spectroscopy technique is efficient in studying defect and DW dynamics in polycrystalline AFM Dy. In particular, a coexistence of fast and slow DW dynamics, scaling with T  -dot and showing logarithmic isothermal kinetics, respectively, was reported [6] . Moreover, using acoustic technique, it has been shown that low-frequency DW fluctuation observed in Dy by photon correlation spectroscopy [7] are due to their Brownian-like motion provoked by spin fluctuations over the temperature range of critical slowing down [6] . Dysprosium is a classical model material with attractive magnetic properties [8, 9] , possessing a complicated temperature-magnetic field phase diagram [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Dy is paramagnetic above the Néel temperature T N = 178.5K. In absence of magnetic field, Dy orders antiferromagnetically between the T N and T C ~ 85K: magnetic moments are confined to the basal planes of hexagonal lattice and form a helicoidal structure with a pitch varying [15] from ca. 43.2° at T N to 26.5°c lose to T C . One of the long-standing problems is thermal hysteresis of magnetic, elastic and anelastic properties of Dy [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , provoked by thermal cycling. Recently, studying reversible inverse magnetostriction and AC magnetic susceptibility of polycrystalline Dy [21] , we have argued that thermal hysteresis disappears abruptly at a temperature of the Villari point at ca. 166K [22] , where the sign of magnetoelastic coupling changes. Disappearance of residual FM phase (for heating from below T C ) or FM nuclei (for thermal cycling within the temperature range of AFM phase existence) at Villari point was suggested as feasible mechanism of abrupt vanishing of thermal hysteresis. Dislocations, possessing intense strain fields, were suggested as defect species, stabilizing FM phase [21] . In this work we use internal friction (IF) technique to further study thermal hysteresis in polycrystalline Dy.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Samples with dimensions of 1.0×1.3×12.2 mm 3 were spark cut from a sheet of polycrystalline dysprosium of 99.9 wt.% purity, supplied by Sigma Aldrich. Data will be shown for as received (rolled) state of material. The results for annealed samples and comparison with the as-received state are given in [6] .
The piezoelectric ultrasonic composite oscillator operating at a frequency around 90 kHz was used to measure the IF, , and Young´s modulus (YM), E, between 80 and 300K. A detailed description of the method and the experimental setup can be found elsewhere [23] . Oscillatory strain amplitude was stabilized in all experiments at 10 -5 . Measurements were done in zero external magnetic field and under axial magnetic field H = 9 kA/m. Measurements of the IF and YM temperature spectra were performed under three different protocols: 1) continuous cooling/heating, when the IF spectra are registered between 290K and 95K (in the AFM phase) or 290K and 80K (including the range of AFM-FM transition) under constant cooling and heating rate. Heating/ cooling rates of 2, 0.75, and 0.25 K/min were used; 2) discontinuous mode, with interruptions at sev- eral selected temperatures on heating/cooling for 40 min of isothermal dwelling; 3) continuous mode under magnetic field H = 9 kA/m during thermal cycling in the AFM phase. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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-5 close to T N , Fig. 1a . At T N the IF increases sharply by a factor of four and continues to increase on further cooling until a maximum is reached at a temperature of Villari point T V = 166K. An abrupt increase of the IF during AFM ordering, instead of an IF peak [24, 25] , is a superposition of a critical fluctuations peak, somewhat suppressed in the as received samples [6] due to high density of defects (dislocations) and rather high IF in the AFM state. The latter is associated with AFM DWs [24] : the frequency used ~ 90 kHz is too low to detect resonant/relaxation phenomena of individual spins and corresponds to a maximum sensitivity to such cooperative effect as motion of domain walls in FM materials [26] . Fig. 1b shows the IF temperature spectra with interruptions of cool-ing/heating and isothermal dwellings at several temperatures. Isothermal dwellings above the Néel temperature (185K) and at 100 and 120K do not show any time dependence of the IF. According to Fig.  1b , the high IF value below T N is formed by a nonisothermal IF, which drops nearly 3 times after isothermal dwelling for 40 min in the range between 160 and 170K. The broad IF maximum at the temperature of Villari point disappears after isothermal dwelling. Following [6] , the non-isothermal IF consists of T  -dot and time-dependent terms, corresponding respectively to the "fast" and "slow", glasslike dynamics of DWs. The "fast" IF term has been attributed to an ultrasonic transitory damping term, which scales with T  -dot and is related to translatory motion of DWs either under the thermal stresses or as a consequence of the variation of the pitch of the AFM spiral with temperature [6] .
To confirm the existence of T  -dot dependent transitory IF component, IF temperature spectra in the present work were registered under different cooling/heating rates. Fig. 2 shows such spectra at 2, 0.75, and 0.25 K/min and the difference between the spectra at 2 K/min and 0.25 K/min. In accordance with our previous conclusion [6] , the maximum of the T-dependent IF transitory term is located in the Villari point T V = 166K. Fig. 2 also indicates the Fig. 1b. Figs. 1a and 1b indicate that thermal hysteresis exists not only during heating the sample from the FM phase [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , but even during thermal cycling within the AFM phase. It is worth mentioning that thermal hysteresis for thermal cycles within AFM phase shows an upper limit around 140K, Fig.  1 , the temperature where a notable rise of the IF is detected on cooling. In that case, the temperature of 140K serves as a characteristic point. Fig. 3 shows IF and YM (E) temperature spectra for a thermocycle with the lower temperature of 80K, i.e. in the FM state. A comparison of thermal cycles in Figs. 1 and 3 
reveals the following details:
· The IF hysteresis is much more prominent in the temperature cycle to the FM phase. The difference between IF spectra on cooling and heating can be detected up to the Néel temperature, and shows three distinct stages, Fig. 3a: i) fast decrease upon heating to ca. 140K; ii) leveling off between 140 and 166K; iii) an abrupt decline above 166K; · The hysteresis in elastic properties (Young´s modulus), Fig. 3c , also is much more intense after cooling the sample to the FM phase. However, in contrast with the IF, the difference between YM values in cooling and heating scans does not show characteristic temperatures and declines monotonously down to the Villari point at 166K; · Fig. 3b shows that the non-isothermal IF component is predominant during heating from 80K for temperatures above approx. 140K. This is the component responsible for a plateau of the difference between heating and cooling scans between 140 and 166K, Fig. 3a .
The properties of thermal IF and YM hysteresis are consistent with the interpretation, suggested in [21] based on studies of reversible inverse magnetostriction and magnetic susceptibility and on discovery of the ultrasonic transient damping in polycrystalline Dy [6] . More specifically, thermal hysteresis upon heating from the FM phase of the reversible inverse magnetostriction and magnetic susceptibility vanished at the temperature of Villary point and was attributed to the existence of residual FM phase, stabilized by lattice defects up to the Villari point in which the sign of magnetoelastic coupling changes the sign. Data in Figs. 3a-3c confirm the crucial role of the Villari point in the IF and YM hysteresis. However, contrary to the reversible magnetostriction and susceptibility thermal hysteresis, the IF hysteresis does not disappear at the Villari point. This difference is natural, taking into account that the IF at frequencies around 10 5 Hz includes a strong contribution from the dynamics of DWs [6] . Fig. 3b indicates that the IF hysteresis that persists above the Villari point is formed by non-isothermal IF component, attributed to translatory motion of DWs [6] .
A new observation is the existence of IF and YM hysteresis, although only minor compared with the hysteresis observed on heating from the FM phase, even for thermal cycles restricted to the AFM phase. A feasible interpretation of this hysteresis can be associated with nucleation of FM phase, below approximately 140K. This hypothesis implies the existence of minor amount of FM phase starting from 140K and an increase of this amount at lower temperatures. Hence, typical features of magnetomechanical damping should emerge over this temperature range, like macroeddy current damping, promoted by applied field. The present high-resolution acoustic technique allows us to detect these expected minor IF variations under applied field. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of temperature spectra of the IF registered without magnetic field and under field of 9 kA/m. As expected, the applied field promotes damping (albeit rather weakly due to presumably very low amount of FM nuclei) starting from ca. 130-140K and the effect of magnetic field intensifies rapidly below this temperature. Since the frequency of experiments used is perfectly suited to detect macroeddy current damping [27] , the observed enhancement of the IF by applied field can be attributed to the emergence of the net magnetization of the sample due to nuclei of the FM phase. Surprisingly, applied magnetic field affects the IF spectra in the vicinity of the Villari point, as shown in Fig. 4 . The origin of this effect requires further research.
CONCLUSIONS
-Thermal hysteresis is detected in polycrystalline Dy even during cycling within antiferromagnetic phase and is attributed to the formation and disap-pearance of nuclei of ferromagnetic phase below approximately 140K.
-Data on internal friction and Young´s modulus confirm the hypothesis that the origin of thermal hysteresis in Dy (and other rare earth elements and alloys) is residual ferromagnetic phase, stabilized by lattice defects. -Villari point in polycrystalline Dy is a characteristic temperature, defining the behaviour of thermal hysteresis of internal friction and Young´s modulus.
